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Platform bed with drawers on one side

We have a diverse range of beds with storage, as well as umuffs that are suitable for all styles and spaces. Choose between single or double beds, light or dark colors, with or without heads, as well as in modern, sleek designs or classic elegant styles. Most of our storage beds have drawers underneath that you can pull out on at least one side of the bed. In small rooms, this may not always be possible because there may not be
enough bedside space to pull out additional storage. In such cases, the poof may prove to be the best solution where you lift the mattress up to store things underneath. In our Advice Column Ask a Strategist, we take your most burning trade questions and survey friends, encourage experts and build on our personal experiences to answer them. As always, please email any requests related to strategist@nymag.com related to online
retailers to strategist@nymag.com with the topic Ask a Strategist – we're here to help. I'd love to find a platform bed frame with some box of space that doesn't look like a cargo container parked in my bedroom. Something with drawers big enough to really keep things going, so I wouldn't necessarily need a chest of drawers. The room was quite big and comfortable. My ideal bed frame will be wooden - no upholstery - with a modern or
mid-century/Scandinavian design (a.k. clean and simple), and costs no more than $1,000 (but hopefully less). You're right: Many bed frames with storage underneath can look chunky and non-learnable. But you don't have to sacrifice aesthetics for a function (or vice versa) when searching for a double-fer, as you suggest your quintessential Blu Dot frame; it's orderly and clever, with drawers that don't look like they're made for a
nursery (or college dorm). Fortunately, there are a few available options that look pretty similar - or at least on the Modul-licious spirit channel - that could work for you. (I've done my share of research on bed frames in the past, including advising interior designers on some of their favorites here, so I know a thing or two about them.) Below are nine modern wooden platform beds with drawers that are (mostly) under $700 (with one
decent option because you suggest you spend a little extra on the right piece). Ikea Nordley Bed Storage Frame, White, Queen I know I know you've probably already scoured Ikea as usual. But just because it's obvious doesn't mean it can't deliver. So, in case you missed it, the frame of the Nordii bed has a lot to like, but perhaps my favorite details are noting drawers. They are very similar to those on blu Dot Modu-licious frame,
which, like this one, also has six drawers (three on both sides), ensuring that none of these precious undervalued real estates go to waste. We also ensure transparency of the status of publication of the provided content. If you want to add a little more oomph, for $549, you can get a Nordii bed frame out of — and this farm record offers even more memory, in the form of two boxes and two shelves, which can be placed where you,
please, behind a customizable bedside tables of this kind. Both bed frames are also available in black in addition to the white shown. Ikea Malm Storage Bed, Black and Brown, Queen The Malm looks a little more reliable, but I thought I'd turn it on because the bed frame silhouette looks closest to the Modu-licious silhouette, with a high, square head and box base. Instead of smaller individual drawers, Malm has one giant storage
compartment under the mattress, making it easier to hide bulky items such as pillows, blankets and other mis-shaped items (along with any clothing). This design makes storage a little less easy to access - you have to lift the platform on which the mattress is located to reach it - but there's a video on the product page that shows how seamless the open and soft frame closure mechanism is. It is available in black and brown, as shown
in the figure, as well as in white. South Shore Flexible Bed Storage Platform Hear Me: While at first glance this bed frame might look a bit DIY, I'm kind of like, as it involves open storage cubes rather than drawers. It has three square cubes on either of the long sides, as well as two more square cubes and a larger rectangular at the foot of the bed. The frame comes with four storage baskets that are placed inside square cubic meters
that you can use or not. Of course, cube sizes limit what you can hide in them, but their outdoor design allows you to organize (and store) other things you might want on display, whether it's books or even your nice clothes. And anything you don't want people to see can be tucked into one of the baskets. Pottery Shed Brooklyn Storage Platform Bed A little more expensive and more elevated (style-wise) than above the South Shore
bed frame, this one channels the same spirit, with 8 open storage cameras lining its base. Made from a furnace of dried rubber wood, its weathered finish gives the frame a rustic feel, but simple, clean lines still give it enough of the minimalist, modern look you're looking for. This frame also has open corners (the blanket pictured slightly overshadows them), making it a little more interesting and spatial-maximizing. While it's to the top
of your price range, the current sale price makes it a slightly better deal. From $799 on Pottery Barn The Floyd Platform Bed with Floyd Platform Bed vault is bare bones and modular, and so they're easy to assemble (you'll essentially stack the dole of wood together with clamps). You can get a headgeon or not, and you can also add storage under the bottom one way or both. Storage drives the price at $280 per drawer (bed frame
starts at $650) - so adding one drawer puts this very close to the area - but the drawers are meant to leave below them, which, as a copy of the product points out, keeps you from dragging dust bunnies around every time you open or close them. V.O. V.O. are made with durable cotton cloth and steel resistance powder, and can hold up to 80 pounds each. The room was quite big and comfortable. You can choose from two finishes
(less expensive birch or waste walnut), as well as between white or black equipment on both bed-frame clamps and drawers. If you like the idea of a platform bed with storage that sits on your feet as opposed to a flat base, you should consider this frame from Brayden Studio, which costs about the same as Floyd's base frame without storage. Flipped legs are certainly a modern mid-century element, and they give what is otherwise a
typically blunt piece of furniture a bit of breathing room - while still including storage. This has three boxes on one side as well as clearance underneath, which means theoretically you can slip a bin or two below the frame for even more storage. In addition to the cappuccino color, it is also available in a distressed grey finish. In fact good deals, smart shopping tips, and exclusive discounts. The strategist is designed to surface the most
useful, expert recommendations for things to buy across the vast e-commerce landscape. Some of our recent subcorations include the best acne treatments, luggage hire, side sleeper pillows, natural anxiety products, and bath towels. We update the link whenever possible, but note that deals may be over and all prices may be changing. Change.
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